Joys

Strengths

People! Seeing patrons and library staff get what they need.

People person

Student Success--seeing students get excited about their research

Roxanne: Sense of humor

Working with amazing library staff across Colorado!

Organizational skills

Seeing patrons walk out of the library with a book they wouldn't have
considered.

Enthusiasm

Helping patrons find a book they are looking for or a new author
when a customer comes in and shares a new accomplishments
: Love when someone I helped with a resume comes back to tell me they
got a job. Also love when I connect a child who "doesn't like to read" to
that book that makes them a reader.
Finding the information that something really needed and/or had difficulty
finding
When patrons share personal information about themselves. They think
of me as a friend....
Finding "that" book for a patient

I'm a helper. I like to help people.
Positive view
I'm really good at finding information--Research ability and a thorough knowledge of patrons’ needs and reading habits.
Passionate, drive, visionary, willing to laugh at myself.
Wanting to make others’ lives better, even for a moment
patient
Ability to see many sides of an issue and communicate them to other people

when customers come back to share the outcome after you help them

Values

Needs

Wonderful Staff of 4

support from the campus stakeholders--faculty, administration, students

Knowledge, and helping people access knowledge.

Books!

Knowledge. Understanding other people and other viewpoints.

Feedback good or bad

Learning!

People to collaborate with

Family and work balance

$$$

access to information for all--- safe places to access the information

a bigger budget? ;) A way to reign myself in. I have so many ideas and sometimes
end up feeling like a failure because they don't all get done. I have to keep
reminding myself that I'm only one person. I don't have to do as much as the
other libraries I see on listservs.

Sharon Foote: Knowledge
Access to knowledge is a basic right.
To make the library accessible to all.
Privacy is for everyone.

need to learn how to delegate
Biting off more than I can chew, but trying to chew it anyway.
An expanded facility. Funding for that facility.
Time, money, and the strenght to keep going
The ability to take an online class without having to help someone on the computer

